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Lesson 2.1 

System 2 
6543•System 1 
“Please don't cry, she said, as she placed her head on her shoulder.” Oo s. 
 
Area 2:1 psychology. In order to weight energy down (electronegativity) under gravity (-r), the 
exact reciprocal will height energy up (subroot He chemical units of Hu).  Hydrogen of the eyes. 
In dawn the light damages via lightweight. In sadness, the chemicals go into densities of 
nutritional based unit systems subconverted to cell energy surplaced by its hydration levels of 
kinetic fields (hydrogen). Kindness, the exact state of subversion in an equal eye to eye mass 
movement per particle speeds that by movement become (r) in free radical Entanglement 
speeds of ratio upon perplexity. In (2x) energy doubles itself by filtration through entanglement 
cultures based on the sun’s virtual energy and the moons kinetic levels of fields (connectivity); 
the relativity we have to this planet to the gravitational pull of 3x its chemical makeup. Or core 
energy fields of time (perplacent- the misuse of power). The principle is nucletic (evil) is like a 
walnut. The shell of electrical speeds (inert properties) become inverted by spills in ionic culture 
to that of subverted energy forms o » breathing. In pressure fulfilled penetration into chemical 
weight by; isotopes water states past I, and areas units by levels in unique cultures of units.  
 
The cell, integrates elevations of I[U^ L liklinodes of energy contained in pénétrations of 
magnetic fields of longing per placement by burning energy. The heart.  
 
The heart is a sub converted energy nuclear in ionic culture- nucletic or molecular form.  This is 
basis The Sun, that had split ions (by reflection per Gravitational waves) ago (form Ego) and 
molecular form its traces sub divided by sub divided chemicals in Time, that have regenerated 
itself in placement on Earth. The Sun is the refracted light as the heart is the chemical reflect in 
connective movement of energy that exploits by the sun's energy its clings by hydrogen 
kinectically based exploitations.  
 
In a nutshell: the walnut.  



It split, burst, and became our [enoids] that form life on earth. Through chemical penetrations of 
cell, chemical matter to electrolyte, enoids become sub converted into chemical units that 
generate life on this planet. Exactly why it bursts. Because the enoid is not a chemical.  
 
Ionic cultures in I 
Nitrogen chemical makeup 
Eternity upon levels  
Eye chemical makeup properties r 
Reflective past states form b of isotopes  
 
 

Kindness 
Energy at 0° 
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To rebuild isotopes in a nucleic acid of ionic culture. The energy squared by its dividend. Inverts 
energy backwards (ee) by nucletic grounds of levels of fields. This inverts energy by ⅔ its Equal 
electrical weight [by oxygen basis degrees] -the degrees of the heart, its past state existence.  
 
Thé enoid varies thé topologies found in the skull to the skeletal system of the human body. It 
integrates (-r) its past state existence to equal the chemical makeup upon that field.  In the 
energy alone, there is unequal weight. This is the aerial degree per fruition of deliverance.  The 
psychological sub converted past state existence (-i). In root cause these are supérettes from 
time to Matter at [q] in the same property fields of r in chemical Y makeup of I.  
 
Thé mode to chemical weight is between sexual energy and the time it takes to reach Integral 
weight or (-r).  Integrity, pure energy. It is the same property of water to chemical weight [o] to 
time. Oxygen and time.  
 
Energy can no longer be sub converted by past state coincidence once energy by the nucleus 
has become three times its energy speed by subdivision or equal entity. The suv equivocal 
weight to energy squared three times its adjaçent Point. Then addition comes into play. By 
multiplications of past state coincidence that no longer verify a given state or number based on 
the nucleic reactor (time by itself) the walnut. In energy the light then turns to dead blood cells 
that become nucleus based stored energy by 3x weight by height r compound in I; at 4 +1. That 
energy state is pure.  
 
Nuclear reactors. Based aerial weight by fear. Fear itself, a hydronucleide is the diseased 
proportions of the mind that disappointment energy (laws Rest) in turn fuses on (nitrates in q). 
Thé qr energy squared is the light that times itself at aerial conjunction Point (chemical x) as 
vanishing point returns its rightful position as units, its integral Respect. By light times itself by r, 
the inert energy values are the dividend to the time it is surplaced by lights’ reverted energy 



alone. Dark matter. Dark matter carries its own electrical by force of units in (s^2) or (sr).  Its 
inert formula [y surplex] either clings by societal range (electrolytes) or subjects to its turning 
point at dehydration. Electrical weights to no weight at all.  
 
1.r (4) per 20°c Individual solidity  
2.y (6) per measurement of molecular balance  
 
Squared Principle 
When R = I, Y is character.  
Who is Leo 
 
(Od) perspective realities  
If translucence affects the right bond subatomically adjacent to the time it takes for pressure to 
hold that subatomic particle in its first place it will take two places (z) makeup to reoccur that 
state.  Once the energy has formed its charge to its force to become that subatomic particle, it 
must align to its characteristics applied to that given force.  It is a simple principle of adjacent 
matte Roth at belongs in, are E0 exact, but is wrong in chemistry.  The chemistry itself if full of 
négativité charges, but apply to make something of mass, then run, the mass that is made is 
likely to be the right of the wrong, at its every containers in specific alignment of the stars place, 
the alignment form. Then the first in second, and the second in first, just so that it will form a 
literal tongue at larger to the voice it reaches.  The subatomic chemistry itself is from life, light to 
negative to pro. That pro is the exact prohibition that Velocity rightfully has to reach, its stars 
and for ::the stars energies to diligence :each other so that the pros Affect the data Velocity 
cons, and in and out carbon energy as filters will replace the need for suffocation. CO2. 
Who is Eros  
 
In nucleic energy. By hydrogen to subatomic weight in the back. Velocity in X culture variable i 
and equal hyfersuverted weight based in the neutron. The neutron, neronic culture and its 
variable concentrations. By ladders equal adjacency to height (6:1). The variable. r. (-e) 
 
Suvconverted. The neutron (s) in concentrations. Because they trigger balance and height 
mentality by weight to 0 weight by nucleic acids of the stomach. I; C relaxes at energy 
stimulation; I by refractive, spatial congruence, and the energy squared root it’s perplex. At 2.er 
(45). 2.45 median x.  ½ clouds maintain through vanishing point (breathing) by electron 
property, ½ concentration of neutralized cavon; thé Avon. Universal degrees. (6,9) 
 
Deflection, -r 
The helium in anatomical square shines instance in one area per light that is direct distance 
which plays an important direct instance to subject matter around its Area circumference, found 
through E, the subliminal forces that equate under measures, фm^ its instance pleasure per 
Will.  By subatomitry, through light give pressures its purified form through adjacency, in and of 
the anatomical design. See instance under U, form of >{-22|ן Теоז interior weight to hydroxide. 
In [society exterior 1] 



 



**The truth that applies to heart stage mass indicative on a percentage scale of reality, the 
balance between, and the abstract areas. )-° 
 
A heightened double (he2) is of same value as natural radioactive decay. 
The same result is formed. 
What is Helium. 
In one form or another a light less thought becomes the same variable instance to the chemical 
longevity of one I unit mass container.  It is this aerial pressure that belongs to the same 
properties as helium to nitrogen and ))))))> in R. 

 
The value degree. Hydrogen. In units per measurement. At validation upon sight.  
What is (S).  Spiritual. 
1. Within the same makeup energies of the stars that transcend a human being justly as and 
according to their individual needs and desires, one type alignment with variables of quantums; 
 [1 Type Form] 

1. With persistence, variables based on choices (submotonic energy, the light turns 
squared at exertion point) and the fate condemned by these choices; the qualities that 
abide the structure of the given release (as time relapses) as these principles. 

a. Remain congruent  
b. Delete existence depleted by light  
c. Subcontract  

2. The energies (z) within these structures that subatomically arrange these variables  
1. Quantumly, through vision the reality is to Y, аHD (effect of height to distance). 
2. The remainder divides itself into biological overtime of variable release areas that 

undermine M::2 and the given variable of ф 
3. In form to congruency they bend and break.  

a. On each other in entanglement  
b. overloads and molecular quantities  
c. of human manifestation of R to illusory state I. 

3. The laws Rest relevant to the formation of these variables of layout structures and their 
predictable variations of accounts and of reliance with what are exposed, to higher outcomes, 
with these proven “étend” variables.  

 a. Holy. The droplets of water that spring in the same flu citation of the mind in (I) at eye 
level.  These instance, as tears occur, release the same foundation for new adjoining 
accuracies that at eye level ÉTÉ beta channels systems (s), channeling negativity into 
positive absorbance; (2 beta), an acceptance charge of loss at 1 to (s) instinct to (s) 
velocity. In R there becomes the pressures sub conversed into Nr that reflect the given 
past state of molécules distance within space.  
b. Beta. The area mass relativity from adjoining molecules to subliminal energies 
that channel into energies to be applied to the future.  

(**see light stages in {_} R). 
 
In suvdivision. [Nr weight]. Nucletic.  



Subconversion = flunctuation.  
Force becomes reality simply through force before reality remains; heightened by 0 and 

grassed, maintained by the Given Mass Result (GMR) and of the individual divided by 2’, which 
is équivalant to choice matter energy in it equivaqual state and its variable based upon choice 

itself. Variable subComplex YI 
Why is marriage better  

Because only 2, last level energies of the brain  
 
[Radiational energy to Reversal Effect to ]:teeth.  
GMR- aerial congruent fields of placement that I involve; hydration levels of past state 
existence. To each equivalent magnetic congruence is the same hydronic proportion to mass 
congruence.  Based in chemical field and Base in fluent energy to congruent contingency. Blue, 
red, (+r in purple). Level 4 of magnetic to kinetic energy. Cold energy.  
+ion to nucleic fields  

+ion° charges-- 
2 

Cold to Heat  
Environments  

Faith from: Beta  
Sound 

 
One of six  

This is not gravity.  
^ 

[0I- elז {c c -11Гw = 3] -11è(3.14)ן  
Chemical weights to sound.  
Diagram:´K“”please 
(Beta)Y 
M::2:Ф тря:1^ 
The automatic chemistry that aligns (z) placément when chemicals don't equally add up, 
through adjacent material it is found that energy will uphold it self no matter how much gravity it 
is attained through pressure as long as it has life to pump without its soul.  Hence the positive 
atmosphere energy is exactly the quality of life that reality wants. Hell. Infrared is always greater 
than I.  Nucleic by acid degrees. Chemical energy forces light in to exact cold to equal area 
fields of light contingency r (distance) as Heaven affects the maximum requirement to equal 
water (hydroxide).  



 
Image from Italian Exhibition, Castiglione Olona, October 2016. 



 
The Greater than Less than Effect 
11Г 
The area force to destructive mechanisms.  
Red:Indigo, the snake. 
Exterior example: The would have Principleן 
 

|IR_______UV| 
|-C| 

Аrea1 
What are sensitivities  
There are areas that subliminal blindness cannot be according to bound due to the areas 
pressure at kindness to velocity of a systemic system at height bound adjacency. Distance, 
velocity, and Vi proportion UV  
 
B1.  Weight 1-9 
A +4 
R__L suvconverted vacuum UZl in membrane to 0 weight subparticle 2 at hyfer energy nucleic 
1. Lע,Lצ  ן  
(1,2) 
I Root subcomplex at 1,6;780. In hydronucleide reversal effect. nm or .m 
 
IRD to aerial weight. Electromagnetic Subatomic point pressure in electromagnetic fields of 
submotonic light adjacency.  
 
What are mistakes 
The gravities after (z) force container : way of power to show in blindness 
 
Energy sits still at blindness, where leaks are being transferred and conformed to measurement, 
making time and distance the spatial relationship to outer matter that energy units per square 
require for transformation. It is elevation upon height that variables reserve, before can be 
distributed through movement. Movement being the internal cause for neglect, energy being the 
outer subjacent atmospheric containers of life energy or lifeflow itself.  
 
The cell integrates these states upon sight alone, in (dt), to conform light squares to light 
measurement [le°]. 
 
Day/night.  And in hidden perplexity.  
 
These are laws of nature 
‘After’ the [motherן[[>  
 
Basis 1 



Outer cells. Upon distribution does [Y] imply integration by certain reflux in time to (dt), its 
standard variable, the blood, to its inherit degree upon certain perplexities already given. In the 
heart it transfers by mouth to nose to ears [he to Nr] in time to distance scene per pull, affected 
only by subRoot squared timed its adjacency.  
 
True outer cells by light range. Planetary environments. Distance energy. By sound to light 
years in .17 per heart rate surplux in perplex energy to (dt) energy, and its 3rd degree upon 
sight.  
 
The heart variable. In (me) there are two subconversions of equilateral energy supplies. (1) its 
3rd degree by instinct variable (2) its sound Pollution in (IR/S~~D) distance ground. By 
subconversions, energy alone cannot stand by its consistent movement because affects to 
movement will only breathe matter back by times its (gravitational pulls in counterclockwise 
directions). Instead, after light mass meets its vanishing point, energy then lifts by 1° outer its 
adjacent point parallel to subsequent its own energy converted. By this height (he) pull per sight 
(le°) thé variable, will enhance ground magnetics to instance Realitys upon kinetics. This is 
because the human body is ⅓ degree chemical balance to the planet itself, and instead of 
integration per subatomic lightwaves pulled back by outer range (negleçt), thé equilateral affect 
will force movement by force alone. It is no longer a balance of time by movement but energy in 
its 3rd degree placement square upon energy in a hidden mass perplexity per reactive state of 
buildup.  Negative affect of repressions.  
 

5D 
 
Sub kinetics and ground Pollution  
Laws vs. True laws 
Stelmic blue rule adjunct height and its equilateral placement of Y in R that falls according to 
gravity on logical scale resistance forum to (q). 
 

@S+-S = D 
 
Vinginge- the quantity of light  
Forum to q:  -i at (z) 3(z) at 7= i energy at energy.  
The instinct on past principle knowledge to misinterpret that source build up is of its O culture, 
that instance gracity would uphold itself as subatômitry would after a יmass unit would disagree, 
or a Type O in instance it hit the ground of R material résoudre, acquired other surface area to 
withstand its own mineral resource~@R.  
 
By time to light years at ground to movement. The hidden perplexity is forced out by intertwined 
medians after light has been squared. Because light acquires weight to solidify mass into (1) 
whole.  
 



The earth. In it 1 squared perplex at ground level Reflux discusses how energy pulls and how it 
remains stale within a system of unmoved light. The earth’s core to outer perplex Integrity. 
Magnetics.  
 
The moon and the states (stars adjacent states in [Y]). Past state perplex, water and light. Dark 
energy, field energy, and force upon sight.  Distance times its squared Integrity.  
 
.44 
.47 
And -3 
 
Y subplex to outer movement. In fields of light.  
Subject 1. Mass of energy (subplex) 
Mass Root Squared Integrity. (Surplex) 
Energy timed squared ground (Root Cause perplex) R1.  
 
Insights to (וoz) -))))))> 
Even if the area were perpendicular to its conjunction points, à Type unit of יmass instance 
[fatherן[• still transcends illegally in the course unit of laws underground it's rationally surface 
containers @1. In this instance only the other side can be found its adjacent neutral by a -1 
charge subcording to the gracity of realistic measurement to outer Stelmic OD systems of law 
can contain, in that which is squared 1^1, of s, per outer resource gravitational energy and their 
true resource s of Affect and of nitrogen within a circumference system of Law, true mass unit 
[Type can only surface through its -1 (negative charges) that agree ]systematically by 
nature (Seed) stead its heartbeat ratio to time ratio value ratio of life itself. **the answer is 
s. 
 
Outer planetary alignments. Based on bent Reality. Because 3/3 squared or ½ light energy 
given by The Sun Root squares its energy by containers. This inverts energy into gas that 
sound lifts by adjacent degrees in angles of perplex or sound itself. The degrees by vanishing 
point, R, is the root cause of 1 whole gravitational pull to alignment. This is because alignment 
itself cannot revolve equilaterally without angled adjacency to measurement [le°]. In Root 
subplex, thé outer degree (scene per pull) is 3x its hidden squared per nitrogen, units among 
the stars, weight by heat, and sound in temperature (alignment by Integrity). It squares itself by 
outer pulls to weight by star to gas fluctuations upon sight, found in thé [le°] relationship of 
gracity [the male insertion point to blood cells] to outer suction acids of reflux in carbon 
reproduction.  This involves energy of cells and fluidity to chlorophyll systems that renew.  
 
Instead it splits by weight, acidity, for adjacent pulls to equal its one adjacent perplex whole. The 
cerebellum by counterclockwise, from heart units expansion through time. Shown in maturity 
levels.  
 
The rib cage, heart placement, and the Sun.  



Looking at suction (the cavity), in thé fluidity of movement of life, stale degrees adjunct act and 
react in the same manner. The cavity (gravity) pulls light down from its [cerebellum in purple; 3rd 
degree] 1:3,3:1 suction container and spreads per circular pumps per square its units. 338 days 
around The Sun. Mercury defines energy itself through gas evolved pressures integrated in unit 
1 perplex at equilateral pulls from Mars. The sound integrates at Space in .4 perplex that energy 
cannot take per rotational degree of fluctuation. This is because heat absorbance acts [sr] in 
units, the same in thé energy being pulled by gravitational rotation.  Its integral degrees do not 
define for energy reflect, but shows perplexual attractions which light enhances by fluidity o » 
life itself on earth. The fluidity of movement.  
 
Because 3xY, a substantial 2 pt perplex, defines integration by energy Root 1 [q] by nerve cells. 
Protective cages, the rib cage, and planetary I in 3rd degree.  
 
In a nutshell. Energy enhances by sound by light equilaterally. The Sun in factorial range is 3/3 
thé human heart suction weight. This is because the energy pumps units around (in cerebellum 
@3.1 suction parallel) left to right.  The Sun’s suctional energy is also left to right. Meaning we 
are angled itself by Rule of the cerebellum, its light filtrations and toxicities that carbon reflux’s 
from the stomach. Carbon weight to pressure.  
 
Containers by suctional pulls. Of gravity and light (weight to carbon reproduction). Mercury in 9 
by backwards motional rotation. Ground to level in heart degrees. Carbon containers decrease 
by levels according to 1) perplex 2) subplex 3) area circumference. [M::2] pulls energy in -invert 
energy, [ф] pulls energy out -carbon energy (reflux).  
 
Ioo 
K’Aftermath’ reality in ][father^וין° [] 
Eye level. L. 



 
oo|> i = .3; I = 1, (2) its difference.  
1 to 6 Reality. 7 to 2 conjunction. 8 to 0 @1. 
Vinitinqe- the quality of light  
 
8/6 it’s square. Carbon pressure to weight.  
It’s under carbon pressure that has produced these planets.  In same a principle of 9; in cell to 
carbon production of 3:1 molecule sufficient.  
 
As energy expands its releases, sub carbon pressure, enhancing possibly by 3rd degree energy 
(-e).  It is carbon that pulls weight down so light can come back up. They evolve to chemicals in 
the brain that regard/disregard Life to outer perplexity of life itself. This is in the Bible.  
 



Found from God. The 3 light level. 

 
True Law. 

V 
-1 

 
Vi [-i]. Velocity of sound by force aerial control.  
The ))))))З> ground level. 
The 3rd Eye: Level 2 
(3rd mass pollution) 
 
Mass pollution. States Of being.  
Helium pressures double by weight simplex, and energy flows by light control outer resource 
levels of adjacency. 2:1 levels. Elevation upon height.  
 
Global energy to gases. Mental circumference. Inert energy stead flows backwards and sound 
energy runs parallel to Integrity systems. The energy shared is in perplex 1 of System congruent 
fields of carbon by light t x m gm.  
 



Kindness 
The truth in bond that ignites at R in the foreclosure of an [{insect}-1] or in the brain’ in [left of its 
energy] breath in energy levels that distrust.  The key to the doors of the subconscious that 
envelope; 2 into new window channels that energy can allow a laminate workflow into 2 that 
adjacent matter cannot.  It is fragile odor that cannot react to reactions as that found in noble 
gases of the subliminal but isn't a noble gas. What is diabetes (q). 
 

 
 
The result of this level of frequency is the (od) support of entanglement that strings mass 
units together. 
 
Nitrogen, its aerial weight and I. Fusion and digestion. Aerial circumference equal cells by 
light sensitivities. The energy squared in light by sound Force by light its weight. Aerial I. In Root 
Surplex circumference sound per ladder. At Stelmic pass.  



Sex of brain cells.  
 
Aerial congruence, in force degrees cells by equal light equal light to matter by pressure 
systems hidden in the membrane. Cell division. Times by its energy squared to deficit. Equal 
ladders.  
 
Compassion 
Areas within _]Capricorn] molecular elements combined with Truth of Bond. 
The same element frequency found in breath that overcomes gravitational pulls because it is 
close to a 0 level frequency that gives this frequency strength of Hu.  It interconnected to mass 
units ( s) strings distance and Time together in the origin of (0) Ee results.  The unbending 
gravitation of chemicals within the chemical cycle of (Y) that gains control by Hu predominant 
E/e-e.  
 
The elastic bound of survival in area and space that chemicals relay in these areas are complex 
systèmes Stelmic.  Surcomplex]Subcomplex, channels 1 [entanglement] 
 
The focal point. Area fields. Of its deficit.  
Perplex difficulty is found in the sum of quadrilatéral movement. (4) per [Y{ drowns in same 
under pressure. Of its nucleic acid, carbon dioxide, (s) is the sufficient pull that integration acts 
upon relief. In thé neck, nitrogen released opens energy fields dependent on density of its 
natural degree. This weight develops at the root cause of corruption in a -2 field without nitrogen 
to surplace energy. Energy fields under density. Because there are height (-2) frequencies in 
same thé human brain (membrane) and the reflective area it does not integrate due upon 
density (its 3rd degree). This shows in areas flatlines at death and in root corruption @ adjacent 
point per R in RWS Group (2). This the human brain does not capacitate its blood cells 
(zr:material) to Root perplex after 3x energy has impacted its supplies per congruent fields. 
They instead distant their supplies and ground same, the overall health of the planet (oG). In 
extinction per root clause. Nor does it capacitate in blood pressure in the same aerial degrees of 
field in x at [ф] based in heart mass and supplies of units per force. [focus].  
 
Blood pressure and the membrane. In 3x frontal lobe congruences. Gray Matter and why 
it’s nucleic. The exact weight that energy absorbs is the proportionate weight in 1 entanglement 
that uses its units to convert energy into expansion per time allowances of the human mind and 
its makeup to the 3rd degree aerial I Point on weight, and its measurements squared its lights 
Integrity. The force fields congruent to dark matter per adjacent squared sound to light define 
the instinct pulls or intuitive (gray areas) by 3x its sound in ground levels.  Thé congruence 
either force pulls (focus) down the system by its frontal lobe in left brain, to the sound adjacent 
squared in princple of the peripheral vision latter adjacent heat fields in visible light. Sound sub[ 
j] in spatial relativity hits impact 1x over per weight that is being blended, or in relative, bent, to 
evolve equal Matter upon height. This is the appeler (the spider), or outer degree fields of 
connectivity processes that rely too much on weight. In s ù fluency.  
 



Thé materials foundations are gravity itself, impacted perplacent the energy that either densifies 
by degrees of certainty in aerial fields congruence, or perplexes reflectively to imitate the aerial 
conjunction weight given of its opposite end (spoiled opposition levels of field). Exactly why the 
world is so small.  
 
Energy can not obtain its weight by the amount of helium in a system that it uses its units to 
condense and densify each square unit of equal weight to pressure against its field.  Instead 
pressure neutralizes (nature) and has impacted upon itself [Area 5: form b]. In Root thé same, 
thé Area has densified to pull Matter in and circulate around, [counter-gravity] congruently, to its 
Heaven through carbon/light (Root 5) adjacency.  
 
Because I:T [spatial energy] has not formalized enough ground to show in unequal weight per 
pressure in 1 single system.  
 
In turn, organs in the body are ⅓ perplex, ½ ground, and ⅔ equal weight to ordinary planetary 
rotations. This enhances areas awareness in 3x in i dégradation to gradation upon equal sight 
Root R or [Y]1. The skeletal system, in octave measurement, shows per fluctuation of density by 
sound its equilateral container; the food integrative need for human survival. Weight to sound 
and pressure under by light minerals (the ground). [ca matter subplacent sound].  
 
Brain capacities stead work at 24 maximum, minimized under (-2) in -3x psychology over 8 
(maximum weight to water). In selfishness, the isotope culture, oxytocin is divided and then 
subdivided back into units equal awareness to équivalent perplex. This shows in animals instinct 
to instinctual behavior. Gradations of sound +ground Pollution.  
 
Step 1. Autonomy 
The molecular foundation that reaches all placement levels of Stelmic reality in (Y) to function 
within the entities that are hidden and so that sub potential to the ground that [t-h]b-1 builds 
within the areas of quantum that relate to reflection, that refile the unfolding [sin_->h*з ] 
raveling, and that adjust the complacent with new placement; news container of gravity. 
Conjunction unfolding at areas described in and according to star dust realities that are found in 
astrology and the relativity between з9 and submass beyond a massו sub potential. This 
emphasis blocks/builds a stronghold for family and is a trust level foundation of mass pressure 
combined in entanglement energy that forces movement. 3x physical ןplacement after grace, 
that relate to the inner stelm deposits of the vertebra; in velocity 10x replacement after ]father[• 
and gravitational :to/ ,}mother[• energy subjunctive in (Y) belonging. 
 

Autonomy has two properties that Cause either problems or elevations.  This is the 
frontal of the identity.  The velocity at (pii :): is the back center area that kinetic energy is 
applied on adjacent levels of instance at point elevation to כdistance matter that adjusts 
according to sound within cavon level. • 

 ף
 



Aerial conjunction. Cold to heat by acidity weight to ionic cages. Relativity changes under time 
its circulatory movement around The Sun. This is because aerial weight is 3x its maximum 
capacity at area units per subplex movement (Surplex integration!). In FLUX, weight counters to 
sub counter thought by light that extracts in [Q] and has cataclysma in heart deficit alone. Same 
to standard I in Male Pollution. (Pii) Root Cause 1/1; 1:1. In singular; single celled organisms.  
 
Respect (and the loss of respect) 
The most valuable of frequencies because it sees.  These are the cavonic materials that clouds 
build in ( s) that equivocates the pressure points of anatomy that, )ז}דל/^conjunction to the brain 
stelm in Y at Hu instincts from R to E and adjacent bonds that matter can reach from (z) at level 
0. The root circulation of all subatomical matter within matter of a systemic quantum; of cavonic 
massו and photonic adjunct. Insects. 
 
[HR-3]. Heart FLUX [q] and fluctuations [c].  Units by time. Aerial deconstructive forces to 
nature. Subatomic matter to the human back.  In the [cii], N7, and its integrity to Root clause 
corruption upon sight, width, and equal level proportion. Abuse to a system. Root R in aerial 
fluctuations: secondary alignment; sex.  
 
To covet. In form of thé back to aerial congruence of magnetic fields. High levels of integrity 
through calcium alone subtracts its weight by given aerial force to pleasure [sii] in the human 
body. Squared its weight is left brain material that suvdivide s itself upon light backwards by 
time and distance by energy of its distance through sound. The subject calcium integrates its 
pulls by light measurement [le°] in substantial degrees of planetary alignment to one area 
congruent to its level of field. The woman.  
 
Only female forces inert energy (simplex!) out by light in counters of lightwaves that can 
integrate upon force its chosen Self. This is due to the magnetic need for materialism in counter 
weight to unfulfillment. Thé need to discern pleasure of another’s chemical weight. Integrity 
upon force.  
 
The area force to destructive mechanisms.  
[Motherן] reflect and [fatherן] subject 
The truth of wrong in wrong is that (u) don't see right. 
 
[Absurdity]. In N2 of [cii complacent by aerial degrees of force] lessons upon lessons. They 
impact themself upon force to discern this influence brought about by integrity through counter 
subjection alone. The need to see correctly.  
 
In oceans, [zr:material], the membrane’s absorption of reflection. In 3 degrees; two eyes and the 
nose; perplacent yellow by root cause (x) in same envy to secondary sound by mouth in 
lightwave congruent sound by ears. Radioactivity.  
 



Because a mass is in constant forward motion the helium in root causes surfaçe to retain 
distance by its amount of energy units a heart can Surplex into its bone structure by form of its 
density and the density affliction to sound. 
 
Equal matter then adjusts to equal weight by proportion and in proportion, if light is not 
distributed fairly then light [sii] of its nerves inverts energy backward into sound. This is because 
equilateral Principle Time works in clockwise directions. For equal definition of property, the 
child to mother, is in same spatial alignment to these properties of distance to sound matter and  
[sin_->h*з ] based in [Q] nervous system by trigonometry. If light is not equalized, it will waste 
its usage and affect movement to heart systematic alignment to be used in correct/incorrect 
proportion. This is sound Matter entanglement that psychological plantations or equal levels of 
squares, square off at disappointment alternative points of usage. Its overdose of corruption is 
equal force to reduction of property via sound wave construction of family. Split energy [si] -i (1).  
 
  Will of I ולי
8 in 1 form at eye level. 
 
Family, thé inherit inert force to penetration of systems in movement. The internal reduction to 
reproduction define matter by light integrity and integration upon that light to sound property at 
its fullest potential. It is impossible to [neglect] in a form of I that does not neglect, but inherits. 
By heart by equal weight, and adjournment.  
 
Aerial to sound. In (1!) system complex, the Root energy reflects by density that cannot.  It 
inverts and splits sensitivities into (2) equal proportions to Root out the uneven weight. This is 
perplex parallel. It's all in an integral System that (1) causes pollution due of sound waves and 
(2) inherits time to transport by nitrogen renewal. The heaviness that is felt at density to water 
properties of (the vagina) in acidic measurement to time. The placenta.  
 
Revealing proper placement.  
Wiע~th Will 
2 in color adjacent eye contact. 
 
Proportionate units that will square.  Equal pollution, equal substation. [substitution upon 
weight] eye level.   
 
The cerebellum to the spinal cord. Weight. By premonition, intuition, and clairvoyance. A 
distinct degree of fear and fear itself.  
 
Material  
::Longitude and latitude of ii in (iip) backwards in reflect due at pressure system root; 
according to distance and grace that reflect R and (u) in Y placement of entanglement that 
doubt Stelmic property will because it founds pressures under gravity.  
 



12 in anatomical corruption’ after subplacent divides its Root 5 level containers by placenta, 
contraction, and labor. Subtractive pulse to integrated society upon integral heat. Resource [C]. 
(9,3).  
Thé placenta. Area congruent gravity.  
 
Opportunity  
The 5 at level of 12 in elemental nature that replace negative combustion into positive form so 
the fields of gravity to eye level reflect area alignment according to star alignment in timeline of 
a mass unit in (u). 
 
Area congruent of the mind. In .i(.au or 71) .17 unit energy. Because it is subverted by negative 
mile weight I in hydro-congruency by water.  
 
Hâte 2/3וי **evaporated state. 
The pressure build up in adjunct and evaporated into the air that causes pollution. 2г3. 
(1.25,1,26) split at claus  
(-e) electronegativity to aerial weight c9[ф]. 


